Range

康軒版 Book 2
Review 1: L1~L3

Vocabularies: numbers from
1~10, parts of face and verbs
of abilities.
Sentence patterns:
How old are you?
I’m   year/years old.
Touch your
.
Can you 
?

Lesson Plan
No. of the
24
Ss
Period
Teacher
Teaching
Aids

40 min for each period
張卉欣
1. Flash cards
2. Phonic word cards
3. Black board and chalks

Ss’ background
Ss have basic vocabulary.
Ss willingly respond to the teacher.
Ss can use and understand simple classroom English.
Date
Class
19/04/2019
3rd Xiao(24students)
Teaching Activities
Teaching Time
Aids &
Methods

1

Evaluation

(The First Period)
Ⅰ. Preparatory Activities
A. Be familiar with the teaching material.
B. Formulate the teaching plan.
C. Design class activities.
D. Prepare teaching aids.
(two sets of flash cards with 11words for
each)
Ⅱ. Development Activities
A. Warm-up
a. Greets Ss
B. Presentation
a. Asks Ss to recall about the vocabularies of
L1~L3. Then ask them to use these
vocabularies to make sentence orally.
b. Use word cards to review short vowels:
a, e, i.
C. Practice
*Bingo Game
a. Ask Ss to fill in the blanks on p.39.
b. Fill in the blanks with six numbers, five
parts of face, and five verbs.
c. Start the game with drawing lots.
d. Ss must use the word to create a sentence
and then cross the words.
e. After 10 students, check how many lines
do they have.

Word
cards

Student
Book p.39

D. Wrap up
*Match Game
a. Stick flash cards on the blackboard. Words
on one side and pictures on the other side. Flash
b. Ask Ss to remember the positions of these cards
words and pictures correspondingly.
c. After 1 minute , put those flash cards
upside down.
d. Draw lots to decide who’s going to match
words and pictures.
e. If he/she is wrong, put the flash cards
upside down again.
f. Teacher ask students to use the word to
make a sentence each time a pair is found.
g. Keep going until all pairs are found.

2

10’
Most Ss
(85%) are
willing to
respond to
the teacher.

10’

20’

Most Ss can
play the
Game

Most Ss
(85%) can try
to match
words and
pictures.

